
‘Space’means physical space, but in digital, it means rather abstract space which is a 
concept of available storage. As such, when terms from analgoue-real life are used in 
digital, we tend to think that those are identical, and we take them as a substitutional 
concept for both analogue and digital worlds. For example, ‘home’ (house/initial 
screen), ‘trash can’ (a container of physical dumped trash/visualization of deleting 
digital �les), or ‘desktop’ (working desk/personal computer) are as such, and also we 
can refer to the fact that the icon of an email application on a smartphone is still 
designed as a traditional envelop shape, and a phone calling application is still 
designed as a traditional receiver. 

However, unintentionally, the mixture usage of these words sometimes blurs the 
strong dichotomy world of analogue and digital in a witty way. For example, the 
newest smartphone has removed its home button, and it makes us to re-learn a way to 
go to home screen. So that on internet websites, people ask a question like ‘How do I 
go home?,’ which is a subtly weird sentence in the world of analogue. Like our exhibi-
tion title, often people ask to increase the space (storage) to maximize their volume of 
smartphones and laptops. Yet in the world of analogue, it gives a connotation of 
increasing the physical space, so in the end, it gives a completely di�erent context. 

In this residency, the artists have researched the works that connect these same-
looking (due to language or sharing a concept) yet subtly di�erent worlds, such as 
locality and internationalism, center and margin, and local and peripheral.
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